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A remote indioating accelerometer has been developed for airoraft 

response measurements in atmospherio turbulence. The instrument is designed 

to be dynamically linear over a frequency range O-IO c.p.s. with an acoelera- 

tion range cf 0-2g. Some of the prinrzipal factors influencing the design of 

the instrument are discussed and the unit and the laboratory tests made are 

desoribed. A theoretical analysis of the system respcmse to sinusoidal 

inputs of various frequencies is made and verified experimentally. 

Tests show that the aocelerometer should be satisfactory over the 

required frequency range. 
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I IHTRODUCTION 

The increasing emphasis recently plaoed on aircraft instmrmentation for 
oscillatory techniques in aerodynamio flight testing has led to a demand for 
an accelerometer with a response which can be desoribed by a linear differen- 
tial equation with constant coefficients. This is diffioult to achieve over 
a large range of amplitudes and frequencies, and under varying temperatures 
and pressures. 

It is appropriate at this stage to mention that although methods exist 
to solve some types of differential equations with variable coefficients, the 
numerioal and experimental work involved in determining the complete equation 
which truly desoribes the motion of the system may be prohibitive. 

Two important factors contributing to dynamic non-linearity are friotion 
and backlash which are generally attributable to the types of pick-off and 
damping system employed in the design of the instrument, Dry or "Coulomb" 
friotion i.e. friction whose magnitude is independent of velocity, is a drag 
between two rubbing surfaces and the complete el imination of this type cXf@ 
friation is imperative. Devioes such as links, pivots, and bearings oan be 
responsible for poor dynamic performance owing to backlash and friotion, and 
all possible design measures should be taken to eliminate them, 

The use of dampers on aocelerometers is neoessary to provide means of 
controlling the response of the instrument to dynamic inputs. For high 
dynamic performmn oe it is important to ensure that the damping is proportional 
to velooity and does not alter appreciably under environmental ccnditions 
experienced in flight, The oheraoteristios of gas and oil damping systems, 
working in either the viscous-shear or fluid displaoement configuration, 
ohange appreciably with pressure and temperature respeotively. Other dis- 
advantages, more obscure perhaps, but nevertheless important, assooiated with 
these systems are secondary mass effeots, visoous effects superimposed on 
shear damping, and ccunpressibility effects. 

The instrument desoribed in this note was designed to minimise these 
souroes of errors and to provide an output which could be predioted under 
dynamio conditions. 

2 BASIS OF TEE ACC.EIERO&E2P,R DESIGN 

The first stage in the development of the unit was to choose the type 
of transmission system and the method of damping. 

Frcm the considerations of the previous section and from experienoe with 
potentiometric types of pick-offs, it was de&led to use a variable reaotanoe 
pick-off and eddy ourrent damping. 

The advantages of an a-c. pick-off are that it is frictionless, resolu- 
tion is infinite, and the phase shift oan be made negligible throughout the 
working range, One of the most important reasons for adopting this type of 
piok-off is its capability of measuring very small movements. This feature 
enables the instrument to have a high undamped natural frequency since the 
latter is inversely proportional to the square root of the displacement of the 
mass on mass-spring systems. As with most pick-offs, the output is dependent 
on the input voltage when used with a galvanometer but appreciable changes in 
supply frequency have negligible effect. 

Potentiometers, on the other hand, have inherent disadvantages such as 
poor resolution, friotion, and wiper bounoe at high frequenoies. 
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Past experience with some types of silicone oil and air damping tech- 
niques suggested that these were not immune from the effects of variation of 
temperature and pressure. Furthermore, there is a general lack of apprecia- 
tion of the broad principles governing the design of these systems. It has 
been known for some time that silicone oil damping, even with careful design, 
can alter the parameters of a mass and spring system because of changes in 
the visoosity of the damping fluid. The variation in viscosity of silicone 
oil with change of temperature is much less than for other oils but is never- 
theless large enough to be important in the aocurate and reliable prediction 
of the Qnamio performance of flight test instruments. Damping methods 
employing piston and cylinder arrangements can introduce backlash and friation 
in the link mechanism and to secure smooth operation of the piston insLde the 
oylinder careful design and construotion are essential. 

There are two systems of air or gas damping in general use. In one ease 
a piston or vane is attached to the moving system and moves in an air chamber 
which takes the form of a closed pneumatic oirouit or incorporates an adjust- 
able orifice at the closed end. The second method employs a diaphragm and 
capillary tubing, the former being attached to the moving system and ffpumping'f 
air through the oapillary. The objeotive in both cases is to create a fric- 
tionai drag on the moving system by utilising the resistance to air flow as a 
damping force. In practice the damping achieved may be associated with laminar 
and turbulent flow conditions. If the flow pattern remains the same at low 
frequencies and small amplitudes of the mass-spring system the flow is non- 
turbulent and the damping force will vary approximately linearly with velocity. 
However, for increasing speed of the moving system due to increasing amplitude 
and/or frequency, the flow becomes turbulent if a critical velocity is exceeded, 
There is thus a change in the damping force and it will now vary approximately 
as the velocity squared. Vhen these and compressibility effects are taken 
into consideration it will indeed be fortuitous if the dynamic performance of 
the accelerometer is linear. The author has not had the opportunity of making 
investigaticns to confirm these theories, but it is known that several instru- 
ments exist where the air flow for damping purposes is in the turbulent region 
and for these instruments, peculiar dynamic effects have been apparent. 

For high dynamic performance the device that satisfies most requirements 
for velocity damping under all conditions is the eddy current damper. Diffi- 
oulty may be experienced in trying to incorporate this type of damping due to 
the size of magnets required but the rewards of achievement are worthwhile in 
that the damping force is:- 

(4 for all practical purposes, proportional to velocity, 

and (b) changes only slightly with temperature and is independent of 
atmospheric pressure. Furthermore no links or lever arms, which oan 
introduce friction or backlash into the system, are required. 

To complete the outline of present treatment of damping problems, it 
should be noted that there is an arrangement whereby the demand for suoh pre- 
oise damping oharaoteristics is not so stringent, An example of this arises 
if the undamped natural frequency of the instrument is very much greater than 
the highest impressed frequency to be measured. Changes of the damping factor 
now become of less importanoe and by suitable choice of a low damping factor 
negligible phase shift is achieved over the working range. However great as- 
ficulty is encountered in obtaining a high undamped natural frequency for 
sensitive instruments which are required to operate robust ratiometers without 
amplifiers. There is also a possibility that the noise level due to unwanted 
high frequencies may become excessive. 
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3 C@ETRUCTION OF THE UNIT 

The acceleration is measured in the conventional manner by a mass and 
spring system. The inertia force experienoed by the elastically suspended 
mass housed in the accelerating body causes movement of the mass. This 
movement is proportional to the acceleration affecting the masse 

Structurally the accelerometer comprises a pair of parallel leaf springs 
which are rigidly attached at one end to a housing within the case and a mass 
is attached to the free ends, The springs are designed to have a linear load- 
deflection characteristic over the working range and to have a high transverse 
stiffness. For simplicity the mass of the instrument acts as the armature of 
the pick-off for converting mechanical movement of the mass on its elastic 
suspension into an electric parameter. The accelerometer is illustrated in 
Fig.1 and the basic arrangement is depicted in Fig.2. 

Referring to Fig.2 it will be seen that the specially designed layout 
of the instrument makes it exceptionally easy to carry out adjustments and 
inspection. 

The pick-off consists of a pair of E-cores, which are housed and potted 
with their respective coils in a brass dish. in crder to minimise cross 
effects the springs are biased so that they are straight throughout their 
entire length when the mass and spring assembly is subjected to an accelera- 
tion of lg in the middle of the range. Damping is effected by means of' a 
copper cup attaohed to the mass and moving in a radial magnetic field pro- 
vided by a "Ticonal G" magnet and suitable pole pieces. To preserve symmetry 
of the moving system a balance weight is attached to the mass. 

Basically the pick-off is of the variable area type working in push- 
pull. Movement of the armature causes a simultaneous change in the two coils 
on tneir respective E-cores, increasing the inductance of one and at the same 
time decreasing that of the other by equal amounts. For small movements the 
change of inductance of the coils in L) approximately proportional to the dis- 
placement of the armature from the neutral position. It was found by experi- 
ment that the maximum movemen t of the armature to obtain the desired sensi- 
tivity within prescribed limits of linearity was of the order of $0.05 inches. 
Thus with a given mass ,m and a deflection of 0.05 inches per g the spring 
stiffness& may be determined frcxn the relation 

where 2 x static deflection of mass 

a and 2 = acceleration. 
i) 

If 2 is the deflection of tne mas s for an acceleration of lg, then 

The undamped natural frequency f u associated with this system is given by 

(3) 



and substituting from (2) 

fu =L 2. 
2% J- (4) 

With a defleotion of 0.05 inches per g the natural undamped frequency 
fU is q.4. c*p.s. For the prototype the values of,m and& were 0.042 pounds and 
-1 poundals per foot respectively giving a natural undamped frequency of 
11.8 o,p.s. This is considered satisfactory for the particular requirement. 

To establish a damping ratio of 0.7 the magnetic system is magnetised up 
to saturation point, in which condition the damping factor is well above 
oritical. A demagnetising force is then applied in discrete steps by invert- 
ing the ins'crument in the magnetic field of the magnetiser with various air 
gaps between the instrument and one pole of the machine. Meanwhile step input 
tests are carried out simultaneously at each stage in the process until the 
overshoot for 0.7 damping is achieved. 

4 ASSOCIXTEDCIRCUITR~ 

For use with a galv<znometer the two E-core coils are combined in a 
bridge network whioh includes a phase discrimina ting circuit in the form of 
two silicon junction rectifiers, The output from this bridge contains a large 
a.o. component at carrier frequency plus a pulsating d.c. signal component and 
a filter circuit is required to eliminate the former. This low-pass second 
order filter is also used to extend the usable frequency range of the instru- 
ment. The preferable choice of components for the filter is resistance and 
oapacitance elements, but the response ourve of this type of network is not 
suitable because the damping is never less than critical. The circuit is 
shown in Fig.3. 

When the output from the transducer is fed into a ratiometer of the 
S.F.I.M. Q-pe the phase discriminating network and filter are not required. 
The two voltage coils of the ratiometer are combined with the two pick-off 
coils to form a bridge circuit, the current coil of the ratiometer forming 
the "galvo" arm of the bridge. 

For the ratiometer configgation the standard I -I5 volt 400 c.p,s. aircraft 
supply, suitably transformed down to 30 volts, is adequate. However the supply 
requirements for the galvanometer case are severe. A highly accurate control 
of voltage is necessary over a wide range of environmental conditions and the 
waveform must be clean and free from jitter and noise. For optimum performance 
it is recommended that a static inverter be used as a source of supply. 

5 THEO~TICAL Al!?ALYSIS 

A procedure that has been found very satisfactory for determining the 
overall response of the complete system is to perform the analysis on a sinu- 
soidal basis. Use is made of the fact that the magnification factor of the 
oomplete system is the product of the ma&fication factors and that the phase 
shift is the sum of the phase shifts of each individual se&ion. 

In both the ratiometer and galvancmeter configurations the accelerometer 
and output circuitry oan be considered as non-interacting adjacent variables, 
i.e. the displacement of the armature of the pick-off is independent of the 
output circuitry under any working condition. For the ratiomcter case the 
transfer funotion of the complete system is composed of two non-interacting 
second order systems. 
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However, to analyse the dynamic behaviour of the combined mechanical- 
electrical system when the output is fed into a galvancxneter, it is oon- 
venient to use an analogous electrical network for the accelerometer in 
which all the relevant physioal constants are represented. A table of 
analogous quantities used in this note is included in Fig.&. The network in 
Fig.4 oan be substituted for the mechanical system of the accelerometer. 

For various sinusoidal inputs we are concerned only with the steady 
state response and denoting the differential operator 4/at by Jwi, we have 
the impedanoe, 

Z = R -I- JwiL --& (5) 
i 

and the current, 

i J \-I -t JwiL - - ‘QiC / 
. 

Therefore the p.d. across C, 

and substituting from (6) 

/-1 - w; IE + Jwi RC 
-1 

co = ei 
i > 

and the ratio of output to input is 

Putting 

% - w; LC -I. Jwi RC 
-1 

.e, = > 
. 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 



and R 
wL= 

L = 2z 
N Q 

where 

and 

we have 

With 

3 =: undamped natural frequency 

3 = damping factor relative to critical, 

W2 W. 
-1 

. 

--+-I- J2+ 
% N 

W. 
1 

r 
N 

= N, Y 

e 
0 ei = - N; + J2cN, 

This is the well known equation for a simple mass, spring, and velocity 
damped system. Thus the magnification factor and phase shift are given by 

and 
-1 

‘PI = tan”’ 2ZN, (I -Nt 
> 

m 

01) 

03) 

where iA], is the ratio of the amplitudes of the output to the input. 

Before attempting the analysis of the electrical circuit it is important 
to study the oomponents of the network in detail. Also, unless certain 
assumptions are formulated and resort is made to graphical representation, it 
is difficult to calculate the response characteristics of the complete circuit. 
However, although the representation of the circuit elements in terms of con- 
stant parameters for purposes of analysis may appear to lack the elegance of 
analytical methods, it can be made to yield extremely useful results with 
little expenditure of effort. 

Commencing with the choke the basic requirement of this element is that 
its inductance should remain reasonably constant over the working ranges of 
current and frequency. To obtain this feature it is necessary to use mumetal. 
laminations to give high permeability and low hysteresis loss. The laminations 
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acceleration can be considered independent of frequency. With given values 
of L and2 the problem to be solved is the choice of value of R,. Calculation 

of this factor showed that a value of about 1600Q would give the optimum in 
response of the complete system. Accordingly the bridge resistance arm was 
set at 1200Q so that the value of R in the equivalent network shown in Fig.3 

1 
was of the order of -t5OOfl. 

A very convenient and useful means of combining both the phase shift 
and magnification factor into one composite picture is a polar graph of the 
amplitude against the phase. A polar frequency plot of the two sections of 
the system is shown in Fig,5 together with that of the complete system. 
Experimental tests made on the electrical circuit at various amplitudes of 
excitation over a wide frequency range showed very good agreement with the 
calculated results. 

7 STATIC CALIBRATION AND TEMPERATURl3 TESTS 

The instrument was statically calibrated by inverting in the earth's 
gravitational field and on a centrifuge. A curve of acceleration in terms of 
galvanometer deflection is shown inFig.6, It is seen that there is little 
or no hysteresis and the output is practically linear over 7% of Pull scale, 
and while this is considered adequate for the present work steps are being 
taken to improve the linearity. 

The complete system was checked in a refrigerator and an oven over the 
range -40'c to +~o'c. In the low temperature region the sensitivity increased 
by 1% and there was a zero shift of 2$, At a temperature of +60 C the sensi- 
tivity increased b& 1% with a zero shift of 7% in the same sense as that 
encountered at 4.0 C. From results of further tests it beo,ame apparent that 
the major part of these discrep,ancies emanated from the accelerometer itself 
as the output circuit remained remarkably stable throughout the temperature 
range, 

Flick tests performed at -2O'C showed that the damping factor had 
increased from 0.7 critical to approximately 0.9. This variation in damping 
with change of temperature is mainly due to the large temperature coefficient 
of resistance of the oopper damping ring. 

8 MEX'HOD OF DYNAMIC CALIBRATION 

It is well known that the evaluation of the dynamic response of an 
accelerometer consisting of a mass, spring, and velocity damped system can be 
computed from the differential equation when the CNO main fundamental para- 
meters, the undamped natural frequenoy and the damping factor relative to 
critical are known. However to prove whether the inevitable assumptions used 
in setting up the equation are justified, experimental dynamic tests made 
with considerable precision are necessary. 

Two well-tried methods suggest themselves for these experiments, first 
the response to a step-input and second the dynamic calibration of the 
instrument on a device which is capable of executing sinusoidal oscillations 
over the desired ranges of amplitude and frequency, Although the transient 
response yields valuable information, the results obtained from suoh a test 
are inconclusive, especially when information is required at low frequencies 
and it was decided that sinusoidal annlysis would provide a better 
performance oriteria. 

As the accelerometer to be tested was of the type for measuring normal 
acceleration, sinusoidal oscillations in the earth's gravitational field were 
required to study the chxracteristics in equilibrium about the lg zero position. 
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The shaking table normally used for such tests operated in a horizontal plane 
and was therefore unsuitable for this particular test. 

Accordingly a large "shaker" like an accelerometer was built similar 
in principle to the test accelerometer except for the absence of eddy current 
damping. To produce a reasonable value of acceleration at low frequencies 
the springs have to be at least 8 to IO feet in length. The mass and the 
length of the springs can be altered to give a wide range of accelerations 
at various frequencies. The shaker is a free-oscillating mass and spring 
system executing simple harmonic motion when released from a selected 
deflected positicn. 

In practioe the &amplitude of the oscillations does dec,ay very slowly 
sinoe there is always a aertain amount of damping present arising from 
interm friction in the springs and from the rcsistanoe of the air. Hmever 
in this oase the damping is negligibly small and, as will be seen later, very 
little distortion is intrcduoed as a result of this effect, How lightly 
damped the vibratory motion is can be clearly seen from the ratio of two 
successive maxima from a specimen of the recorded traces taken during the 
tests and shown in Fig.7. 

The test instrument was mounted on the mass of the shaker and great 
care was taken to ensure that the shaker motion was truly vertical. The 
amplitude of the shaker motion was measured by a combination of photo- 
electric aells and a potentiometer, the outputs of which together with the 
output of the test specimen were fed into 65 c.p.s. galvanometers in a 
multi-channel optical recorder. 

The derivation of the dynamic calibration curves for phase and amplitude 
from the recordings is now considered. 

For simple harmonic motion the displacement of the shaker mass is 
given by 

x = x 00s wt, 

velocity by ;; z -x w sin wt 

and acceleration by 2 z -x w2 00s wt. 

The peak acceleration 2 = -w2 2 ft/seo2 where 2 = $ peak-to-peak 
displacement = amplitude and w =: 27$ where f = frequency in cycles per second. 

The latter expression was the one used during the tests for calibration 
purposes. It was necessary to consider whether the inherent damping in the 
shaker would require considerable corrections to be made to this expression 
and also to the phase shift measurements as interpreted from the records. A 
careful examination of the test records revealed the maximum damping factor 
was of the order of 0.006, and as might have been expected, occurred at high 
frequencies and large amplitudes. Since c, the damping factor, is <cl, a 
convenient rule of thumb method to provide correction factors to the amplitude 
and phase shift characteristics has been devised, It consists of multiplying 
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the oaloulated acceleration input by the factor (l-g2)e and retarding 
the phase shift of the output by 2i: radians. For c = 0.006 the error in 
the acceleration input is less than 0.01 5 and the phase shift error is 0.7' 
which shows that the effect of the damping on the shaker is negligible. 

In the calibration of the transducer photo-electric cells were placed 
at equidistant points from the neutral position of the shaker and this 
peak-to-peak distance was noted. Recording was started when the shaker was 
released from a deflected position and continued until the photo-cells just 
oeased to blip due to the decay of amplitude of the shaker. Measurements 
were taken at the oorresponding stage on the recorded traces of amplitude, 
frequency, and phase-shift. For amplitudes of 8 inches or less a potentio- 
meter was used after it had been calibrated for line,ar displacement of the 
shaker with known d.o. potentials. A large range of frequencies was covered 
at various amplitudes of acceleration. 

The interpretation of the records for (amplitude measurement is 
relatively straightforward but the determination of the phase shift is 
rather more difficult. The method employed in measuring this angle entailed 
obtaining the time differences between appropriate pairs of adjacent half- 
cycles and averaging these readings. k standard 50 0,p.s. tuning fork was 
used to check the timing marks on the recording traces frcm which time 
measurements were obtained. To facilitate phase shift measurement the 
polarity of the accelerometer output was reversed on the galvanometer so 
that the traces from the potentiometer and accelerometer were in-phase at 
low frequencies instead of anti-phase. 

Tests were made for a number of amplitudes at particular frequencies 
and runplitude ratios were computed from the records. These have been suitably 
plotted on a graph in Fig.8. For comparison with the oalculated plots the 
mean values of the amplitude ratios and phase shifts are plotted on the polar 
graph illustrated in Fig.9. Theovarious amplitude readings are within 22% 
and the p&se angles within kl.5 at p,articul,a frequencies and these errors 
are of the same order as those of the test measurements. It will be seen 
that there is good agreement between the oalculated and experimental pokar 
plots of the complete system. 

An interesting feature was the surprisingly accurate measurement of 
phase angle obtained from the records. It was shown in para. that the phase 
relation between the ampl&tudes of displacement and acceleration of the shaker 
was of the order of 180.7 . It can be seen fromFig. that the me,a.n straight 
line drawn through the points of the various values of phase angle plotted 
against frequency goes approximately through the phase angle lead point (0.74 
and not through the origin. 

10 coNcLusIoNs 

An accelerometer with a 0 to 2g range incorporating the two important 
features of magnetic damping and no friotion has been developed. 

Tests on the accelerometer and associated oirouitry have shown that 

(4 The amplitude ratio and phase lag are independent of the 
amplitude of input. 

(b) The static calibration is free from hysteresis errors and at 
temperatures between -40°C and +60°c the maximum discrepancy is 3,s 

(0) The damping faotor changes with temperature from 0.7 crit. at 
20°C to approximately 0.9 orit. at -2OOC. 
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(d) The amplitude ratio is constant to within t2.5$ from 0 to 
9 o,p.s, (Fig.9). 

(4 From the design of the accelerometer, pressure changes should 
have negligible effect on the damping. 
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soidal inputs Of various frequencies is made and verified experimentally. 

Tests show that the accelerometer should 5e SatiSfaCtOry over the 
required frequency range. 
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